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Kristiania University College, School of Arts, Design and Media 
 
This bachelor’s thesis surrounds the subject of perceived differences between natural and 
artificial reverb – or convolution reverb, as one may call it. The study’s purpose is to provide 
the reader a deeper understanding of convolution technology, and the problem to be addressed 
is whether this technology has developed sufficiently enough to be able to compete with what 
perhaps many would say sounds truest to reality, namely natural reverberation, recorded from 
room microphones. In order to achieve results, rooms of different size, character and acoustic 
properties were sampled with a specific method and software, using a speaker, soundcard and 
two high quality omni-directional microphones. An instrumentation was then recorded in the 
rooms, with both close and room microphone techniques. The impulse responses of these rooms 
were then added to the recorded instrument- or vocal-tracks in said rooms, and compared to the 
recordings from the room microphones. A listening test was then constructed to study the 
perceived differences of these results by sound engineers with trained ears.

1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This thesis investigates the perceived 
differences between natural and 
convolution reverb. Reverb has always 
played a major part in making music and 
other sounds more pleasurable to the human 
ear. Studies suggest that reverberated 
sounds affect our emotional response – a 
vocalist (or other musical element in a song) 
simply sounds better with some form of 
reverb added to it. [1] 
 
Since the introduction of recording studios 
and the industrialization of music, recording 
engineers and musicians have searched for 
the best ways to replicate a rooms acoustic 
properties – from large, analog reverb plates 
and chambers, to where we are today – the  
 
 
 

digital era. This technology rapidly 
evolved. Today we are able to digitally 
recreate the acoustic properties of any room 
– this technology is called ‘convolution 
reverb’, and is what will be revised upon in 
this thesis. What are the perceived 
differences between a rooms natural reverb, 
versus the digitally recreated version of it? 

2 THE TECHNOLOGY 
 
2.1 Convolution reverb 
Convolution reverb technology has become 
a powerful tool in music production. It is a 
way of measuring and storing digital 
“copies” of a rooms acoustic properties. [2] 
 
To create convolution reverb, an impulse 
response is needed. This needs to be 
recorded in the room to be sampled, with the 
reverb tail included. With a good impulse 
response, convolution reverb software is 
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able to de-calculate the impulse response 
from the reverb tail, leaving only the reverb 
left. 
 
Although convolution theory is a quite 
complicated mathematical theorem, digital 
reverb technology utilizes a simpler version 
of it. In short, convolution in audio is the 
process of multiplying the frequency 
spectra of two audio sources (input signal 
and the impulse response). The frequencies 
shared by the two sources will be 
attenuated, while the ones not shared will be 
accentuated. In other words, the 
characteristic frequencies of the impulse 
response common in the input signal are 
boosted, causing the input signal to take on 
the same sonic properties as the impulse 
response. [3] 
 
This can be put on any element of a song 
mix, giving the listener the illusion that the 
instrument was recorded in the sampled 
room. [4] 
 
2.2 Impulse response 
An impulse response is how a system output 
reacts to a short input signal (impulse). In 
audio systems, an impulse response often 
refers to a very short signal containing most 
of the frequency spectrum. Starter pistols 
and balloons popping are examples of 
impulse responses being used when 
creating convolution reverb. Convolution 
reverb software usually comes with its own 
set of impulse responses to apply when 
sampling a room. [5] 
 
2.3 Critical distance 
In a study revolving a comparison of 
reverberation, it is important to note that 
critical distance is a factor to take into 
account, as it by many is seen as the ‘1st 
Commandment of Acoustics’. In short, 
critical distance is the distance from the 
sound source where the reverberated sound 
overpowers the direct sound, and it varies 
from room to room. [6] Factors affecting the 
critical distance are the rooms size, build 
materials, etc. It is important to pay 

attention to this, as the sufficient ratio of 
direct sound to reflected sound resides 
outside of the critical distance – it allows for 
more credible results. 
 
Critical distance can be measured quite 
simply, with a broad-spectrum noise 
generator, and a good quality dB SPL 
meter. For every doubling of distance from 
the sound source, the level should drop 6dB 
(following the Inverse Square Law). [7] At 
some point away from the sound source, 
this rule will no longer apply, and an 
approximate critical distance is reached. [8] 
 
Although no measuring of critical distance 
was used in this study, the distances 
between the sound sources and room 
microphones in the recording/sampling 
were of such length that they were 
inarguably outside of the critical distance. 
To achieve and ensure this without 
measuring, sound sources and microphones 
were placed in opposite sides of the various 
rooms. 

3 METHODS 
 
Two different rooms’ distinctive acoustics 
were chosen to be compared in this project, 
consisting of two large church rooms. The 
test material constitutes different varieties 
of music/instrumentation recorded in said 
rooms, using both close, near and room 
microphone techniques to capture both the 
direct sound of the instrument, and the 
room’s acoustics properties, using 
convolution reverb technology. 
 
3.1 Sampling Equipment 

• DAW: Pro Tools 2018.10 
• Sound card: Komplete Audio 6 

MK1 
• Convolution reverb software: Audio 

Ease Altiverb 7 XL 
• Microphones: 2x DPA 4006 
• Speaker: Genelec 1031A 
• Manfrotto 4m microphone stand 
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Considering the time frames and 
availability of the locations in this project, a 
simpler recording setup was chosen in order 
to achieve sufficient time for sampling. This 
will be revised upon later in this article. All 
of the recording was done in 24 bits 
resolution, with 48 kHz sample rate. 
 
3.2 Rooms, acoustics and 
instrumentation 
The following rooms and instrumentation 
were used in the sampling process: 
  
Oslo Cathedral Church: 
Cross-shaped baroque church in central 
Oslo. Seats approx. 1000 people. Floor 
covered in marble and brick tiles. 
Recording of the Oslo Cathedral Choir. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Oslo Cathedral Church. Image retrieved from 
kirken.no, with permission. [11] 

 
Sofienberg Church: 
Traditional votive church in Sofienberg 
Park in Oslo. Seats approx. 400 people. 
Floor covered in slate tiles, walls and 
ceiling covered with brick and glass 
paintings. Known for its good acoustics. 
Recording of string instruments. 

 
Fig. 2 The Sofienberg Church. Photo: Private 

 
3.3 Recording 
The recording setup was quite easy and 
quick to set up. At first, the instrumentation 
was recorded in the room, using both close 
microphones, and room microphones. 
These were the methods in the following 
rooms: 
 
Oslo Cathedral Church: 
The choir was recorded with 4 close 
microphones (Schoeps MK2), approx. 2 
meters above the singers’ heads, in a 
horseshoe shape (see images). Two DPA 
4006 omni-directional microphones were 
used as a main stereo pair, mounted ca. 30 
cm apart on a crossbar. There was also a 
pair of 4006’s in the very back of the 
church, which was used in the sampling-
process. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Recording setup in Oslo Cathedral Church. 
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Fig. 4 Stereo pair used for sampling. 

 
Sofienberg Church: 
A small string ensemble with piano was 
recorded using standard microphone 
techniques for this purpose – near 
microphones were Schoeps CMC6 with 
MK4 cardioid capsules. DPA 4006 were 
used as main stereo pair here as well. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Recording setup in Sofienberg. 

 
3.4 Sampling 
To sample each room for use in convolution 
reverb emulation, a speaker must be placed 
at approximately the same position as the 
instrument/musician being recorded in the 
rooms. [9] A 30 second sweep was then sent 
through the speaker, and recorded through 
the main pairs/room microphones used in 

the recording of the music (DPA 4006). 
This is the recommended all-purpose sweep 
from Audio Ease, the provider of the 
Altiverb software. The process resulted in a 
stereo recording of said sweep (impulse 
response), including the rooms’ reverb tail, 
which was then imported into Altiverb for 
the calculation process, as described earlier. 
 
I could then save the file as a preset in the 
Altiverb plugin, and later use on any sound-
source to emulate the sampled rooms’ 
reverberation.  
 

 

 
Fig. 6 Sampling setup in Oslo Cathedral Church. 

 
3.5 Preparation of recorded material 
Approximately 30 seconds from each 
recording was chosen for the comparison, 
as only a smaller section was necessary for 
the upcoming listening test. These were 
imported into Pro Tools, on separate tracks. 
The recording of the close-microphones on 
the sound sources were blended with the 
room microphones, as well as sent into 
individual auxiliary tracks with the Altiverb 
plugin activated. This was to get both a 
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combination of the close- and actual room 
microphone recordings, as well as the close 
microphone and the sampled reverb. 
 
The sampled convolution reverb then had to 
be volume-matched to the room 
microphones as closely as possible. By 
using Waves’ WLM Plus metering plugin, 
the LUFS of the files were matched, in order 
to comply with EBU R 128 at -23 LUFS. 
[10]. This produced equal listening levels 
for the upcoming listening test.  
  
To make things less complicated for the  
listening test, the combinations described 
above were then recorded to their own 
tracks. We now have tracks for the actual 
microphone recordings, and tracks for the 
sampled rooms, to use in comparison. 
 
3.6 Listening test 
Intentionally, the ABX listening test was to 
be conducted in Avid Pro Tools. It was 
desirable that the listening test could be 
accessible for participants working from 
home, lacking this program. Therefore, the 
test was instead created using Google 
Forms, and then implemented into a 
website, using a combination of HTML, 
CSS and Javascript in order to make a test 
that could be shared with the participants 
via the internet. 

 
Fig. 7 Screenshot of ABX-test website. 

The website featured a Google Form on the 
left, and the test material on the right, with 
buttons making the participant able to 
switch between the sound files. 
 
The participants were given all information 
needed: one part of the test was artificial 
reverb, and one part was natural reverb. At 

first, there was a question of background. 
Then, the test was divided in two parts – one 
for each room, both in which they were 
asked to subjectively evaluate the different 
recordings/sampling as opposed to 
objective rating. The following questions 
were answered: 
 
“Which of the following was natural 
reverberation?” 
 
“Which one do you like the most? Why?” 
 
“Which one do you like the least? Why?” 
 
“Which one is X?” 

4 RESULTS 
 
There was a total of 10 participants in the 
test, consisting of 8 intermediate sound 
engineers (music production students year 2 
and 3 on university college level), as well as 
2 professional sound engineers. 
 
4.1 Results - listening test part one 
In the first part of the test, option A was real 
reverb from room microphones, while B 
was the convolution reverb. 

 
Fig. 8 Listening test part one, question one 

The participants were first to listen to the 
recordings from Oslo Cathedral Church. As 
the graph shows, the participants found it 
quite easy to distinguish the real 
reverberation from the convolution. 
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Fig. 9 Listening test part one, question two 
 

For the subjective opinions, most of the 
participants favored the convolution reverb. 
“More focused”, “more balanced”, and 
“spacious” are words several participants 
used to describe it. Others described option 
B for having “too much of a direct sound”, 
as well as “synthetic”.  
 
When asked to describe option A, words 
such as “flat” and “indistinct” were used. 
Two of the participants also mentioned 
option A having a low-mid frequency noise. 
The ones in favor of option A claimed it to 
be more natural, clean and rich sounding. 
 

 
Fig. 10 Listening test part one, question three 

In this test, option B was the same as X. It 
is quite clear that the participants were able 
to hear the difference between the reverbs. 
 

4.2 Results - listening test part two 
For the Sofienberg Church recordings, the 
results were slightly different. In this part, 
option A was convolution reverb, and 
option B was real reverb from room 
microphones. 

 
Fig. 11 Listening test part two, question one 

The graph shows a more nuanced result, as 
opposed to part one. Six of the ten 
participants gave the right answer. 
 

 
Fig. 12 Listening test part two, question two 

Most of the participants favored option B, 
in this case the natural reverberation. 
Positive words describing option B are 
“brighter”, “wider”, “natural”. Negative 
words are “too wide.” 
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Option A was described as “focused”, while 
most of the participants described it as 
“narrow”, “muddy” and “un-natural.” 
 

 
Fig. 13 Listening test part two, question three 

All of the participants could hear the 
difference. 

5 DISCUSSION 
 
Many people would say that natural 
reverberation is what sounds best. The 
results from the listening test suggest that 
this might depend on the room in question. 
Most people favored the convolution reverb 
in Oslo Cathedral Church, while the natural 
reverberation was the most favored in the 
Sofienberg Church. These are two very 
different rooms in terms of size. It could be 
that, e.g., room size is a factor that plays a 
part in how well a convolution reverb 
plugin reacts to an impulse response, and 
how pleasing to the ear we think it is.  
 
Sound can be a complicated subject to rate, 
as it is entirely subjective. One rooms 
reverb can sound better than the other. From 
past experience, and my own hypothesis, I 
expected the participants to be able to tell 
the difference, though I was not at all 
expecting the subjective opinions to be this 
diverse. It was obvious that it was easy for 
the participants to tell the difference. Both 
of the rooms were sampled with the exact 
same method, implying that convolution 
reverb quality could be affected other 
factors, including room size, build 
materials, etc. 

A factor that in some way could have 
affected the results, is the use of 
headphones. As the listening test had to be 
carried out at home, even though the 
participants were instructed to use quality 
headphones, they do not all have the same 
type. In theory, everyone’s headphones 
would perhaps sound somewhat different, 
both in terms of quality and frequency. 
Ideally, the test should have been done in 
one room, on one single pair of studio 
quality headphones or monitors. 
 
An impulse response is only as good as the 
recording itself. In this study, a sound card 
many perhaps would argue to be in the 
mediocre range, was used (Komplete Audio 
6). Though the DPA 4006 microphones are 
famous for an excellent frequency response, 
they could perhaps have been paired with a 
better-quality sound card with better pre-
amps and A/D converters, such as the 
Digital Audio Denmark AX32. Most people 
would perhaps not hear any difference, 
though it might have affected the quality of 
the impulse responses in some way. The 
churches’ leaderships gave 30 minutes to 
complete the entire sampling process, 
including up- and down rig. Therefore, a 
smaller recording kit was used to substitute 
for more time. 

6 CONCLUSION 
 
While convolution reverb technology is a 
very powerful and effective way to replicate 
a rooms acoustic properties, it seems as 
though its quality might rely on several 
factors. A good sounding room won’t 
necessarily sound good after being sampled. 
 
The results of the listening test shows that 
participants were able to hear the difference 
between convolution reverb and natural 
reverb, but there was no clear tendency as 
to why one was favored over the other, as 
the subjective opinions were different for 
each room. At least this thesis can conclude 
with the fact that there is a clear sonic 
difference between natural reverberation 
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and its artificial counterpart – which one is 
the most enjoyable to listen to, is up to the 
listeners themselves. 
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